Does the Ancient Templar Cross Contain Math Codes that Support
Cellular Rejuvenation?
It has been written that many great thinkers have attempted to decode
the mysteries of the universe using math, geometry, music, frequency
and architecture. The popularity of the movie: The DaVinci Code and
Dan Brown’s book, The Symbol, have sparked our imaginations
concerning information that has been kept hidden from the populace.
While Brown’s book hints at architecture as hidden knowledge, the
work being done by the Institute of BioAcoustic Biology & Sound Health
indicates that the ancient Templar cross contains math codes that
support cellular rejuvenation.
The ancient idea of Signature Sounds (an individualized sound that
each of us carry) combined with modern computerized technology
utilizes the premise that the body can identify and prescribe for itself
using the algorithms of vocalized frequencies to accurately quantify,
organize, and extrapolate biometric information.
In an attempt to shift perceptions concerning health care, the Institute
is reporting novel research that supports the assertion that ancient
architectures and languages contain math codes that support
frequency-based cellular regeneration. The idea of revisiting lost
knowledge through the use of computer assembled biometrics
provides a new paradigm that may change the face of future medicine.
The Institute’s 30-year-old logo (seen
here) casts a shadow of the Templar
Cross and has become the foundation
of the BioMarker experiments that
have led to astounding changes in
health as the body attempts to use
intrinsic frequencies to heal itself.
Using frequency as an innate healing
modality is an ancient tool brought
forward into the modern era through
BioAcoustic Biology; a major
innovation that allows a look at wellness through individual BioMarker
assessment.

Studies conducted at the non-profit BioAcoustic Research Institute,
under the direction of Sharry Edwards, MEd, have shown that persons
with similar stresses, toxins, diseases, traumas, genetic syndromes,
deficiencies…have similar, if not identical, vocal anomalies;
demonstrating that math can be much more than a measurement tool.
Math, as a frequency matrix, can serve as the template to perceive
and manage health and wellness.
It usually takes a well-funded scientific breakthrough or an
overwhelming catastrophe to facilitate a comprehensive change that
actually makes a difference. People are slow to embrace new scientific
information because anything fundamentally different from the status
quo intimidates them. Although a major disaster forces transformation,
people don’t always adjust willingly. The most profound and
permanent way to cause a shift in perception is through affirmative life
experience.
In the near future BioMarkers displayed as biofrequencies, will be seen
as indicators of health that are as common as taking your temperature
or blood pressure when you visit your health care provider. MIT, the
Mayo Clinic, several universities and Pfizer Pharmaceuticals are
working with these principles; with AT&T declaring that “bioacoustics is
the medicine of the future”.
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police work for verification purposes; in
research studies for issues thought to be
incurable, to determine wellness
patterns; to relieve the stress of pain; to determine exposure to toxins
and pathogens. From working with the firefighter’s union and
engineers at ground zero, to assisting physicians in determining the
potential cause of health related mysteries, this novel work is Star Trek
medicine in the making.

“

“The list of how vocal analysis can be used seems endless and
provides an avenue for the integration of energy medicine with the
allopathic approach,” states Roman Chrucky, MD. Dr. Chrucky credits
this innovative approach with predicting his heart attack and for
helping his body reverse a diagnosis of prostate cancer. “My
experiences with this technique are very real because they have made

a difference in my own life and those of my patients. I’m very happy
with this work and very happy that Sharry has stuck to these ideas in
the face of much adversity. In my opinion she’s the doctor’s doctor. I
send all my perplexing patients to her even though by definition, what
she does is not medicine.”

Known as Human
BioAcoustics and Vocal
Profiling, this innovative
biotechnology is the
inspiration of a uniquely
talented pioneer, Sharry
Edwards, MEd.

Edwards and her dedicated staff have
attempted to organize a network of
people who are being trained in these
techniques so that a groundswell of
people can attend to their own
communities should a health
catastrophe occur. She cites the threat
of a pathogenic pandemic or assistance
in space travel as examples of how this
system could be of service to establish
the idea of Math as Medicine.

No one argues that our present health care system is in crisis and that
people are seeking alternatives. Buckminister Fuller said “In order to
change something, don’t struggle to change the existing model. Create
a new model and make the old one obsolete.” Edwards, with her
small, yet highly innovative educational, research facility, is striving to
do just that.
“We have clients clamoring to be seen”, states Edwards, “because
they have seen our clinical results although we tell people that we are
looking for data, if they get well that is their problem.

Vocal Profiling is an
innovative biotechnology
inspiration by the
pioneer of Human
BioAcoustics, Sharry
Edwards, MEd.
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From birth to death, we use sounds to
express our needs and emotions, but
there are additional layers of information
hidden within our words. In modern times
we possess only limited conscious
awareness of this information for
ourselves and as a means to understand
the intentions of others.
In developing these techniques, The
Institute of BioAcoustic Biology has
created a dilemma. How can this

incredible wellness potential be provided to the public when there
aren’t enough trained practitioners to serve the need?
Should the information be provided the public, free of charge, until
enough people of vision recognize the potential of this work and come
forward to be a part of it? It will take vision and sacrifice and there may
be a time when this technology will be challenged by those who desire
to maintain the economic power and dominion over our health.
However, the technique of using math as a basis of well-being may be
the means of restoring our intrinsic right to Self-Health and
maintenance.
To help facilitate this idea, an online WorkStation has been created for
the public and offers several computerized evaluations each month.
SoundHealthPortal.com
Online opportunities using nearly all computer platforms for people to
do their own online, real time assessments which can easily result in
computerized Management Reports that are designed to be shared
with your wellness provider. Tutorials are available to the public but
especially to those who want to learn the protocols of BioAcoustic
Vocal Assessment to help support their communities and their families
should medical assistance become unavailable. Even at the beginning
levels over 200,000 cataloged frequencies can be utilized as bundles
to provide BioAcoustic Solutions for health.
The intention behind the many public classes conducted by Sound
Health is to create unity in health care by creating a system of SELFHEALTH for THE PEOPLE, by THE PEOPLE. Each month a two-day
workshop centered around a specific topic is offered to the public free
of charge and includes software that can be used with minimal
instruction. Over 350 instructional videos and tutorials are offered
online through Vimeo and the Sound Health Portal.
Whoever controls health controls the quality of life! Health is
much more precious than wealth! If people can be provided an avenue
to have command over their own health then we have dominion over
our own evolution! Sound Health has provided the ground breaking
steps to explore this pioneering path to Math as Medicine.
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Good Vibrations Video – explains basic tenets of BioAcoustic Biology:
Link: Https://vimeo.com/156710468
Miracles of nonMedicine – doctors who have worked with BioAcoustic
Biology: https://vimeo.com/126935179

